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The new year
is a time to reflect on
the achievements
of the past and to
look forward to the
opportunities in the
next year.
This issue of
Southeastern
looks at both,
underscoring the
growth we are
experiencing at
Southeastern
University. It’s a
measure of how well
we are fulfilling our
mission of “equipping
students to discover
and develop their
divine design to
serve Christ and the
world through Spiritempowered life,
learning, and
leadership.”

This is an exciting time as we
strengthen and embark on new
academic programming and
further develop our co-curricular
endeavors. Together, we are
building our community and
developing our culture. In 2012 we
took a good look at who we are as
an institution and who we are
becoming.
We conducted the largest listening
exercise in Southeastern’s history,
gathering input from all of our
stakeholders – faculty, staff,
students, parents, alumni, Board
members and administrators. As a
result of what we learned, we are
looking forward and moving ahead
with clearer vision toward a
brighter and stronger future than
ever before.
We took some time to clearly
define our core values that will
guide us in the days ahead – those
things that are non-negotiable. I
would like to share them with you:
BE CHRIST-CENTERED We will
live the Jesus Way – loving God and
others.
BE COLLABORATIVE We will
ask questions. Listen. Celebrate
others.
BE OPEN TO CHANGE If we
don’t like change, we’re going to
like irrelevance even less.
BE A PERFORMER We will do
what we have to do better than it
has to be done. Our mission is too
important to settle for anything
less.
BE A DECISION-MAKER When
we know what our values are, it’s
not hard to make decisions.
BE STUDENT-FOCUSED We
will seize every opportunity to
inspire, invest in and serve a
student.

BE COURAGEOUS Nothing will
ever be attempted if all possible
objections must be overcome.
At Southeastern, there is much to
give thanks for. I pray that you will
be inspired as you discover how
God continues to bless the ministry
of Southeastern University. Pray
for us as we seek to change the
world for Christ!
I am delighted to be here and
serve as president of this
remarkable university during this
exciting journey.
I know you will celebrate with us
and support our current students
as they discover their divine design
and serve Christ and the world –
even before they leave us. In the
coming months, close to 400
members of the SEU community
are volunteering on 45 missions
teams in more than 40 countries.
You can read more about some of
the projects they have planned on
page 13.
I hope this year you have the
opportunity to visit the campus. Sit
in on a class, cheer on the Fire at
an athletic event, enjoy one of our
performing arts performances or
visit
with
classmates
and
professors during Homecoming
weekend.
I appreciate your support of your
alma mater. I wish you and yours a
wonderful 2013.
Kent J. Ingle

PRESIDENT,
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

Alumni Director’s Message

MESSAGE FROM THE

ALUMNI DIRECTOR
Dear esteemed alumni,
Wishing all the alumni a wonderful and a blessed
New Year! May the Lord’s blessings, favor, love, grace, wisdom,
good health, and protection be increased in your life this year.
This past year has been a remarkable year for the Southeastern
University Alumni Association. We successfully published two
alumni magazines, and we held a number of events last year in
which over 1,000 alumni, former faculty, and guests participated.
Priya Arul / ‘06 & ‘10
jfarul@seu.edu

Here is a list of events we hosted last year:
JANUARY

JUNE

• Inaugural Assemblies of God Universities and
Colleges Alumni Directors Summit

• Alumni Reception at Southeast Spanish
District Council in Miami, Fla.

FEBRUARY

SEPTEMBER

• “Welcome Home” Spring Alumni
Homecoming Reunion

• North Carolina Alumni Regional Reunion

MARCH

OCTOBER

Leadership Forum with
special discounts for alumni.
(Read more on page 25.)

MARCH

• SEU Leadership Forum

• Early Fifties Alumni Reunion and Theater
Alumni Reunion

Here’s a look at what’s
coming up in 2013:

MARCH/APRIL/MAY
APRIL

NOVEMBER

• Retired Faculty Luncheon on SEU campus

• “Come Together” Fall Alumni Homecoming
Reunion

• SEU Alumni and Pastors Breakfast Reception
at Alabama District Council

AUGUST
DECEMBER

MAY

Regional Reunions. More
details to come.

• Graduation Reception for 2012 Alumni

• Graduation Reception for 2012 Alumni
• SEU Alumni and Pastors Reception at South
Carolina District Council

SEU Alumni Reception at
General Council in Orlando,
Fla. (August 7)
NOVEMBER

Alumni Homecoming
Reunion. (November 15 & 16)

I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone who came to these
events. We look forward to having you join us in the 2013 events.
southeastern alumni magazine | WINTER 2012
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Alumni Association President’s Message

Inviting Kids to the
Big People Table

NEEDED: alumni
who will pray for SEU
students
BY MARK ANTHONY ‘92 & ’12

This past summer I had an opportunity to spend a few hours with
some wonderful alumni at a 1970s reunion in Atlanta. Since I
graduated in 1992, I did not know most of them. However, I did
find that we had a couple of things in common. First, fellowship
is always sweeter with good barbecue. Secondly, the memories
of spiritual breakthroughs at Bush Chapel are still meaningful
today. Finally, we all shared a growing concern about the future
leaders of the church. How should we as alumni respond to the
negative things we see in today’s culture? Well, we could grumble
and complain about the present state of spirituality amongst teens
in America – I’ve always found this to be highly effective – or we
could… love them and pray for them.
Squint Holes in the Church
The squint hole was a small cell carved in an
external wall of the church during the medieval
ages. These were also called “leper windows”
so that lepers and other undesirables could
see the service without coming into contact
with the congregation. The priests could pass
the communion elements through the hole in
the building so that those on the inside could
have a distraction-free worship experience.
What would Jesus think of this behavior?
Does Jesus touch lepers? Does the Son of
Man include outsiders?
Age segregation is a modern-day reality.
Churches have different kinds of squint
holes now.
They have separate rooms
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with TV monitors so the “outsiders” won’t
disturb the rest of the congregation. Young
people do not worship in the same building
as their parents. On the surface, everything
is positive. Unfortunately, a 2011 Barna
study shows otherwise. When an arbitrary
group of young adults were questioned
about their faith journey, the results were
shocking: “59 percent of young people with
a Christian background report that they have
‘dropped out of attending church, after going
regularly.’ A majority (57 percent) say they
are less active in church today compared to
when they were age fifteen.” Needless to
say, many Mosaics who grew up in church are
dropping out.

The Anthony home was packed for
Thanksgiving this year. We actually had
four tables set up for around 40 people.
We naturally set three tables up for the
adults and one very large table for the little
ones. Does this bring back memories for
you? Do you remember when you first
made it to the big table? Theoretically, the
two groups would eat the same food, but
the experience was completely different.
The big people would discuss religion, world
events, and the recent election results.
Children would try to hide Aunt Dorothy’s
fruit salad, while launching green beans at
little Lucy as she sits defenseless in her high
chair. Adults and children enjoy eating with
their own age groups. Adults are content
with the refinement and privacy of the
dinner conversation. Children celebrate the
freedom of choice.
The transition to the “big table” can be
a difficult one. In fact, sometimes the
patriarch of the family would threaten little
Johnny with a premature transition to the
big table if there wasn’t a transformation
in present behavior. Today, Mosaics are
deciding to worship at their own table. Is this
satisfactory to those who are engrossed in
big-people talk?
While the Mosaic generation is attempting
to find their way, theological fallout is
predictable. Kenda Creasy Dean states that
the American teenager has adopted a faith
called Moralistic Therapeutic Deism. Many
of these teenagers are going to church on a
regular basis, but they are outsiders. They
really haven’t been grafted into the life of
the church. Dean gives an example of what
today’s belief system looks like:
• “A god exists who created and orders the
world and watches over life on earth.
• God wants people to be good, nice and fair
to each other, as taught in the Bible and by
most world religions.
• The central goal of life is to be happy and
feel good about yourself.
• God is not involved in my life except when
I need God to solve a problem.
• Good people go to heaven when they die.”

Section Name Here
/ CALL TO ACTION

[ M
 osaics need adult exposure. Humans were created for
relationship. In the creation story, God says, “It is not good
for the man to be alone. I will make a helper suitable for
him.” If this generation is not welcomed into the life of
the church, the consequences may get worse. Leonard
Sweet calls this generation the “d” generation. “The first
generation of post-moderns was shaped largely by five d’s: 1)
divorce, 2) day care, 3) debt, 4) diversity, and 5) digimatics.”
The result is distrust in institutions, while embracing intense
loyalty in individual relationships. ]

Mark Anthony and his wife, Julie,
pastor Trinity Fellowship Church in
Sharpsburg, Ga.

Church leaders are being called to
action. This younger generation is ripe
for the harvest. They believe in God.
They cherish authentic relationships.
What an opportunity! Allen Jackson
shared a report from the National
Institute of Child Health and Human
Development after they observed
12,000 teenagers in a desire to identify
current cultural trends. Medical
researchers found that “a strong
emotional connection to a parent”
produces the most effective barrier to
thwart reckless decisions and lifestyles.

Mosaics are longing for connection.
Isolation is devastating to people of all
ages. Patricia Hersch informs, “It is the
adults who initiate the isolation, usually
unintentionally, due to overworked
teachers and overstressed parents. The
result is that teenagers simply do not
spend enough time with either their
parents or any caring adult.” Although
adults can be intimidated by the
prospect of interacting with a teenager,
the onus is on them to fill the void.

The students at SEU are in need of
mentorship, love, and involvement. The
university is doing a wonderful job, but
they can’t do it alone. They need the
alumni to intercede for today’s students.
Let’s pray for them. Also, would it be
possible for the alumni to connect with
them in a more personal way? Is there
a student from your church or
community that you can write a letter of
encouragement to or send a care
package to? Kara Powell states,
“Contrary to popular opinion, it’s not
‘out of sight, out of mind’ for high school
graduates. Contact from at least one
adult from the congregation outside the
youth ministry during the first semester
of college is linked to Sticky Faith.” You
are needed. God has gifted the alumni
with unique qualities and experiences
that can touch the heart of today’s
student. Let’s start today!

southeastern alumni magazine | WINTER 2012
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On Campus

Dr. Ronald Sider

Students and mentors “connect” with
the Life Journal.

NEW COFFEE SHOP

EDUCATION AWARD

A Cup of Our Mission, a new coffee shop on campus located on the
first floor of the Pansler Student-Alumni Building, is scheduled to
open this spring. The project is the brainchild of Chris Owen ’93, vice
president of student development, and Dr. Joseph Childs, dean of the
College of Business and Legal Studies.

Alexandra Rodriguez ’12 was recently presented the FATE (Florida
Association of Teacher Educators) outstanding future educator
Fanchon F. Funk Scholar Award for 2012.

“Their collaborative vision is to have a relationship with farmers in
other countries, and for Southeastern to have a positive effect in
their coffee-producing communities by purchasing their beans and
brewing them here,” said Josh Berg, student body president.
Southeastern students will have the opportunity to invest in the lives
of the local people in these communities around the world through
mission trips as well as trips by the College of Business.
The name, “A Cup of Our Mission,” reflects Southeastern’s mission to
reach the world, said Berg.

BUILDING COMMUNITY
In addition to a packed-out Monday night chapel service, Connect
groups were introduced on campus this fall. Professors and staff
members meet with students in a small-group setting each week
to encourage them in their relationship with God. More than 600
students signed up for 81 Connect groups this fall.

6

Congressman
Dennis Ross
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Alex was one of just four students who received this honor in the
entire state of Florida. The award recognizes the top education
majors in the state who demonstrate a high level of commitment to
the teaching profession.
This is now the seventh straight year that a Southeastern education
student has won this state-wide award – quite an accomplishment
considering the thousands of college students in Florida studying to
be teachers!

THEOLOGY LECTURESHIP
ESTABLISHED
The Steven M. Fettke Lecture Series held its inaugural lecture on
campus this fall. Dr. Ronald J. Sider, distinguished professor of
theology, holistic ministry and public policy at Palmer Theological
Seminary, was the featured speaker.
The annual lecture was established through a gift from a private
foundation and was named to honor Dr. Fettke, who has taught at
SEU for more than 30 years. Each fall, the lectureship will bring a
distinguished theologian to the Lakeland campus.

On Campus

Alexandra Rodriguez
receives future
educator award.

SEU-themed bus can be seen
throughout Polk County.

US News & World Report recently ranked Southeastern University as 23rd in the nation for
Faculty Training and Credentials for their Online Graduate Education programs.

SEU TO HOST SPS
The Society for Pentecostal Studies (SPS) will bring its annual meeting to
Southeastern University in March of 2015. SPS is the leading academic society
dedicated to the study of Pentecostalism and Charismatic spirituality, and is
known throughout academia for its publication of Pneuma. Dr. Ken Archer,
professor of theology, will serve as president of the Society in 2015 and will
give the presidential address titled “The Spirit and Hermeneutics.”

SPEAKERS
Congressman Dennis Ross, the U.S. Representative for Florida’s 12th
Congressional district, spoke to students, faculty and staff this fall about his
faith and the challenges in his career in politics and government.
Alton Garrison, assistant general superintendent of the Assemblies of God,
visited Southeastern University in September as the speaker for a Strategic
Missional Leadership seminar. During the day, he had the opportunity to speak
to local pastors at a luncheon.

R.A.W. TV
R.A.W. TV and Unpland Improv, both produced by Southeastern students, have
been picked up by another broadcasting network, REVtv. The new network,
geared toward youth and young adults, broadcasts in high definition over the
Internet. For more details, visit revtv.com.

/ SEU BUS

The Southeastern University logo
and brand are becoming a little
bit more recognizable around
Polk County, thanks in part to a
Southeastern-themed transit bus.
The red and black colored bus,
emblazoned with the Fire logo, is
part of a partnership agreement
between the school and the
Polk Transit Authority, which
also allows students, faculty and
staff to ride for free on all Citrus
Connection routes.

southeastern alumni magazine | WINTER 2012
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On Campus

Reynolds acknowledged that her adoption at age 13 was not easy, and
she describes it as a transitional phase in her life.
“It was hard to adjust because I grew up independent. I took over
when my mother died, so I had to step down,” said Reynolds. “But my
parents are amazing.”
The Reynolds household in Hoosick Falls, New York, also includes two
of Barbarah’s biological brothers and a teenage boy – all adopted from
HIS Home for Children orphanage in Port-au-Prince. Her parents are
also in the process of adopting another young boy who still lives in the
Haitian orphanage.
In May of 2010, Reynolds had the opportunity to return to her
homeland to assist victims of the devastating earthquake that left
more than 1 million people homeless in January of that year. She
served as a Creole translator and assisted a New York doctor, who
treated more than 600 Haitian patients at free medical clinics in the
area.
Reynolds’ family also participates in Hoops for Haiti, a fundraising
event in which Haitian basketball players play against doctors, lawyers,
and other professionals in the area.

SCHOLARSHIPS MAKE A
DIFFERENCE IN STUDENTS’ LIVES
Southeastern University freshman Barbarah Reynolds knows what it’s
like to face challenges. She grew up in an orphanage in Haiti after her
mother died in childbirth and her older brother was killed in Haiti’s
catastrophic 2010 earthquake.
And, as the recipient of one of the academic community’s most
prestigious awards, she also knows the sheer joy that comes from
unexpected blessings. As the recipient of a Gates Millennium
Scholarship, Reynolds has moved all the way from her home in upper
New York to Lakeland to study international business.
The competitive award completely pays for undergraduate and
graduate degrees at any school in the United States. Only 1,000
young scholars are selected out of a pool of over 24,000 applicants.
This year, the Gates Millennium Scholars Program, started in 1999 by
Bill and Melinda Gates, saw the greatest amount of applicants, which
included some of Reynolds’ own friends.
“Even now I still can’t believe it,” said Reynolds, who discovered that
she was a recipient back in March.
She started the grueling process that consists of personal essays two
summers ago.
“It is hard to write a life story in eight questions. God blessed me with
this,” said Reynolds, who speaks English as a third language.

8
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In the future, Reynolds wants to work in third world countries
teaching the skills required for a micro-business within that country’s
cultural framework, such as fish farming and agriculture that will aid
communities economically.

[ “ It hit me that not many people
get the opportunity to go to
America and go to private school,”
said Reynolds. “I want to use this
opportunity wisely and to the best
of my ability.” ]
While on campus, Reynolds is looking forward to meeting new friends
and to attending chapel services that will help her become even more
grounded in her faith and prepare her for a life of ministry.

//

If you are interested in providing
scholarships for students like
Barbarah, please contact Cheryl Roth
at 863.667.5088 or at clroth@seu.edu.

SEU LAUNCHES
FIRST DOCTORAL
PROGRAM
The College of Education will launch
the university’s first doctoral program
beginning in the summer of 2014.
Southeastern is the second Assemblies of
God university to offer a doctorate and the
first to offer an Ed.D.
“It is a hybrid program,” said Dr. Douglas
Roth, dean of the College of Education.
The track involves a two-week intensive
program over the summers on campus,
and online courses in the fall, winter, and
spring sessions. It’s also a cohort program,
with a new cohort starting every summer.
Students pursuing a doctorate in
education would choose a concentration.
The average time to complete the
program, studying full time, is three and
a half to four years. As of now, the only
developed concentration is curriculum
and instruction. However, the College
of Education is currently working on
designs for concentrations in public school
leadership and private or Christian school
leadership, and the College of Business is
planning a concentration in organizational
leadership. All programs require 36 hours
of core work, a concentration comprised of
18 hours, and 12 hours for the dissertation.
When it came to designing a course plan,
Roth said the COE faculty looked at other
universities, researched education in the
Christian realm, looked into the community
to see what the needs are, and talked with
alumni. The school also employed Hanover
Research to conduct a feasibility analysis.

“Leaders and teachers are retiring, so there
is always a demand for superintendents,
district leaders, principals, and leaders that
know the Lord and can make a difference,”
said Roth. It was also confirmed by talking
with the Polk County school district
that there is a high demand for doctoral
degrees.
What makes the Ed.D. program at
Southeastern unique is that it is
multidisciplinary, bringing in professors
from departments outside the College of
Education to teach courses and serve on
dissertation committees.
The program is geared for the working
adult, as students are only required to
be on campus for a few weeks each
summer. It is designed to appeal to not
only educators but also business people,
church leaders, and nonprofit leaders. It
is also ideal for alumni who have moved
away but want to continue their education
through Southeastern.
“There is a wide potential of career
options, and that will expand as we add
more concentrations,” said Roth. “The
new leadership team is open to growth,
expansion, and taking the university to the
next level. The timing is right.”
The university hopes to enroll between
10 and 20 students in the first cohort.
Applications will be accepted beginning in
the fall of 2013.

NEW MISSION AND
VISION STATEMENTS
After a 17-month process of listening and
gathering input and feedback, the Board of
Trustees approved a new mission statement
and vision statement during its November
meeting. The new statements are the result
of input from students, faculty, staff and
board to develop a shared expression of
the whole community. We are excited to
unveil the new mission statement and a
companion vision statement.
// MISSION STATEMENT:
Equipping students to discover and develop
their divine design to serve Christ and
the world through Spirit-empowered life,
learning, and leadership.
// VISION STATEMENT:
Southeastern University is anchored by
Spirit-empowered education in a Christcentered,
student-focused
learning
community. Southeastern’s global impact
is marked by a deep commitment to
transforming minds and engaging culture
through the integration of faith, learning,
and service. Each student’s divine design
is nurtured and unleashed through the
investment of faculty and staff, relationships
within the community, the rigor of
scholarship, diverse learning experiences,
and the discipline of spiritual formation,
which propels students into a lifetime of
serving the world in the Spirit of Christ.

southeastern alumni magazine | WINTER 2012
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Athletics

NEW
COACHES

The Southeastern University athletic department sported a
new look for the 2012-13 school year with the addition of several
new faces and the departure of several longtime members
of the department.

Changes first started happening in early 2012 when
Anna Welsh was hired to start the first-ever softball
program at Southeastern University.
Welsh, who spent the previous eight years at Bethel
College in Mishawaka, Ind., comes to Southeastern
with a passion for serving student athletes and a
desire to build SEU softball into a national power.
While at Bethel, Welsh was able to win 365 games
and six conference titles. She led the Bethel program
to five consecutive NAIA National Tournaments and
coached 11 NAIA All-Americans.
Shortly after the announcement for softball, the
athletic department announced the hiring of Bill
May as the director of tennis to build and coach the
newly created men’s tennis program to go along
with the already existing women’s tennis program.
May comes to Southeastern after spending the
past seven seasons at Oneonta State University
in Oneonta, N.Y., where he won 132 matches as
the men’s and women’s tennis coach. May also
had stops at Huntington University and Indiana
Wesleyan University where he coached nine AllAmericans and 20 Scholar Athletes at the NAIA and
NCCAA levels.
Growth continued with the addition of Paul Kurtz to
lead the newly developed men’s and women’s cross
country programs.
A veteran of 20 years at Roberts Wesleyan College
in Rochester, N.Y., Kurtz coached 18 Individual
National Champions, 51 All-Americans, and over
200 Scholar Athletes at both the NAIA and NCCAA
levels. Kurtz led his programs to seven NAIA
National Championship meets, including one top
ten finish.
With the addition of four new programs, the athletic
department was already undergoing significant
change, but that was only the beginning.
With the departure of John Dunlap, R-Jay Barsh was
brought on to lead the men’s basketball program.

10
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// From left to right: Lana Olson, Bill May, R-Jay Barsh, Drew Watson, Paul Kurtz,
Jeff Welsh, and Anna Welsh.
Barsh comes to Southeastern after serving the past four years as an assistant coach
at Tacoma Community College. Known for his tireless recruiting efforts, Barsh brings
energy and excitement to the men’s basketball program. He was a part of a program that
averaged 25 wins per season and won three Western Regional titles in four years.
The next addition came when Jeff Welsh was hired to take over for Evan Gibson as the
sports information director. Jeff previously served as the sports information director at
Bethel College.
With the addition of several new sports teams and many new student athletes, the
athletic training staff also needed to grow to keep up with the growing demand from
student athletes. For that reason, Lana Olson was brought in over the summer to serve
Southeastern as an assistant athletic trainer.
Prior to joining Southeastern, Olson was an assistant athletic trainer at Arizona State
University from 2008-12. At ASU, she worked with the women’s soccer and softball teams.
She also spent time as an assistant athletic trainer at the University of Richmond from
2007-08.
Just weeks before classes were about to start, longtime Athletic Director Duane Aagaard
announced he was leaving Southeastern to take a teaching position in North Carolina.
With little time to waste, Women’s Basketball Coach Drew Watson stepped in to lead the
athletic department as the interim athletic director.
Relatively new in his own right, Watson had spent the previous year at Southeastern as
the women’s basketball coach. Before coming to SEU, however, Watson was the women’s
basketball coach for 12 years and athletic director for six years at Cairn University
(formerly Philadelphia Biblical University).
As the interim athletic director at Southeastern, Watson has brought stability to an everchanging athletic department which already has its eyes on continued growth in the near
future.

Athletics

ARE YOU READY FOR
SOME FOOTBALL? we sure are!

// For more information on Southeastern football,
contact the Athletic Department at 863.667.5046 or
email Coach Barefield at Kbarefield@seu.edu.
Southeastern now has its head football coach – Keith Barefield –
in place, and he has hit the road recruiting students to become the
foundation for Fire football. Players will begin practice this fall with
their first game to take place in the fall of 2014.
Coach Barefield is returning to Southeastern 37 years after he was
a freshman. “I came back to roost,” said Barefield, who attended
Southeastern in 1975-76 before transferring to Evangel University
where he was the first-ever starting fullback for Evangel’s newly created
program.

One of Barefield’s top priorities is to develop a championship team
with a commitment to character. “I am looking for three qualities in
a young man. No. 1, a commitment to Christ. No. 2, a commitment
in the classroom. And No. 3, a commitment to being a champion in
competition,” Barefield said.
Coach Barefield comes to Southeastern with a career record of 102-51-2
in more than 15 years. He was the head football coach at Northwestern
Oklahoma State University from 2007-11 and also served as the head
coach of his alma mater, Evangel University.

// Soccer Coaches Reach Milestones
Drew Stacey, men’s soccer coach, and Dominic Stross, women’s soccer coach, were each presented with a signed game ball to
commemorate their 100th career win this season. Stross entered the season with a career record of 98-42-4. Career win No. 100 came
on Sept. 1 when the Fire beat Ave Maria University by the final score of 3-1.
With a career record of 95-66-5 entering the season, Stacey had to wait a little longer to get his milestone win, but it came on Oct. 8
when the Fire defeated Florida College by the score of 2-1.
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SEU on a Mission

SEU:
on a mission
the vision:
Every student. Every nation. Romans 10:14-15

the mission:
Connecting students to missions by establishing a foundation of missional living in the way we
think, act and live. Our goal is to help every student understand their role in missional living by
allowing them to use their talents and abilities within the context of local and global missions.
Each fall, a passion for missions is ignited in the hearts of Southeastern
students during our missions “Exposure” week. This year two
Southeastern alumni inspired students with their personal stories. The
work of Tori Rasmussen ’11 was depicted through a student-produced
documentary film entitled “Destination: Tanzania,” and Joe Gordon
‘93 spoke live at the event. Their stories represent just two of the many
stories of our alumni who are pursuing a life committed to missions.
(See the related stories about Tori and Joe.)

12
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At the end of the week, students had the opportunity to sign up to
attend one of 45 missions trips being planned for this year. Several
teams went out over Thanksgiving break and the remainder of the
trips will take place during spring break and over the summer.

SEU on a Mission

SEU MISSIONS

TRIPS
Alaska

Ireland

Amsterdam

Israel

Argentina

Italy

Bolivia

Jamaica

Brazil

Japan

Cambodia

Kenya

China

Luxembourg

Colombia

Malawi

Costa Rica

Mexico

Denmark

Moldova

[ “We are all missionaries,” said senior Amelia Sampat.

Dominican
Republic

Morocco

“Going on a mission trip is vital to our understanding of who

Ecuador

we are in Christ and what He has commissioned us to do.” ]

Egypt

Alumni mission trip to
Dominican Republic

England
Ethiopia

// ALUMNI ON MISSION
Over Thanksgiving break, five alumni headed
to the Dominican Republic as part of a missions
team with Trash Mountain Project to work on
a number of projects. During the 7-day trip,
the team of 22 built a house for a family with a
disabled child, replaced a roof on another home
and worked with Kids with a Hope to meet the
needs of children and families living around the

France
trash dump community of Santiago. Jon ’10 and
Elaine (Bluemling) ’11 DeMeo, missionaries with
Trash Mountain Project, led the trip that included
John Kazaklis ’10, Jason ’06 and Hillary (Myers)
’06 DeMeo, and Student Body President Josh
Berg.

Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Russia
Sierra Leone

Greece

South
Dakota

Guatemala

Thailand

Haiti

Uganda

Honduras

Zambia

India
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SEU on a Mission

INSPIRING
STUDENTS TO GO
Joe Gordon ’93 stood on the stage of Bush Chapel during Exposure,
the campus-wide missions emphasis week, his voice booming with
excitement over his passion for missions. In 1993, Gordon and his wife,
Laura (Schmitt) ’93, moved to India and spent 12 years there before
moving to Laos to continue their career in ministry.
Gordon is an evangelist in the hills, where church planting also involves
days on end of backpacking. After leading a team in India, he decided
that he and his family would relocate to Laos. His initial plan was to
move there and start up an outdoor hiking and sporting company. He

14
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BY ERICA EARL ’12

was approved to move into the restricted country and sold everything in
India. The day before the move, however, he and his wife received a letter
from the foreign administrator bringing news that their application had
been denied.
They were filled with frustration and doubt, but that was only the
beginning of their journey. Gordon met someone who had a school in
Laos who was able to turn it over to Gordon. With that opportunity, they
were able to be in Laos in a week. Gordon, who admits to never liking
school, could not refuse the new position God had put him in.

SEU on a Mission

Laos is a completely closed country to the gospel. Missionaries are
prohibited. The type of ministry the Gordons relied on was ministry
through fellowship. They invited students over to their house on school
days and every weekend.
“The students did not know who Jesus is,” said Gordon. “They only
saw that there was something different about our home, and that was
God.”
In the last five years, the Gordons have had a hand in over 500
people coming to Christ. Gordon believes the success is due to an
unintimidating style of ministry, and one that is not heavily based on
training.
However, teaching and ministering in Laos has not been without its
challenges. Gordon was arrested in Laos, and Laotian authorities
raided his office and his home. Although it was a time of struggle and
confusion, he is happy it happened.
“Now we know we can do it,” said Gordon of facing such challenges.
He was forced to march out of the jungle for 14 hours, surrounded by
mosquitoes and snakes. There were little things that would lift his spirit
and remind him God was there, such as pink Chuck Taylor shoes on a
guard that was otherwise dressed completely in camouflage.
“We need to be taken to the edge for a miracle to happen,” said
Gordon. “Dealing with pain brings greatness.”
Life is not easy for the natives of Laos. Gordon refers to it as the land
time forgot. The country is marked with 1,000-year-old temples, and
it is a mecca for Buddhists and aspiring Buddhists. It is one of the few
communist countries left in the world. There are few schools and
limited supplies of water, and electricity is scarce.
“It is as primitive as you can get,” said Gordon.
As a country resistant to change, it is just now moving into the modern
world by providing amenities such as paved roads.
Gordon explained that most young people in Laos do not have much
of a concept of the future beyond day-to-day survival. There is one
university that is just now attracting students, giving vague ideas of a
better life.
“Dreaming is not a common thing,” he said.
Gordon’s three sons, ages 16, 11, and 8, have become assimilated into
the culture by growing up in Laos and having Indian people staying
over in their home regularly.
“It is a father’s instinct to protect his family, but God will call us to do
things that are insane,” said Gordon.
He believes it is important to not over-shelter one’s family if it means
not following a call from God.
Gordon’s middle child has Sensory Processing Disorder and was

[ Life is not easy for the
natives of Laos. Gordon refers
to it as the land time forgot.
The country is marked with
1,000-year-old temples, and it
is a mecca for Buddhists and
aspiring Buddhists. It is one of
the few communist countries
left in the world. There are few
schools and limited supplies of
water, and electricity is scarce. ]
discouraged from going to Laos. He was in need of special schooling
beyond home school, and the family was faced with a difficult decision.
God blessed the family with a full-time, private special needs tutor who
the family had met in India. She said God placed on her heart to teach
special needs children in Laos.
“People give excuses as if God hasn’t already thought the situation
through,” said Gordon. “God has a better plan than we have.”
A passion and love for the people of Laos runs in the Gordon family.
The oldest son is fluent in Lao and has spent his life in Asia.
“In many ways, he is more Asian than American,” said Gordon.
His son plans on getting missionary training and returning to the field
to continue to work in Asia.
The advice that Gordon has to give to students and other alumni alike
is to make the most of every opportunity. Change does not start by
waiting, but it starts by doing. Gordon also advises to not be afraid of
change.
“God calls willing hearts,” said Gordon.
As an alumnus, Gordon is excited for what lies in the future for
Southeastern University and is impressed with the direction God has
taken it.
It truly is a special place to Gordon. It is through the school that he
took his first missions trip, met his wife and found his calling.
In the mission field there will always be challenges, so it is important to
have a solid foundation.
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SEU on a Mission

TORI RASMUSSEN:

a life
committed to
missions

The church-planting team will be in Tanzania
for nine months and return home in
September of 2013. Rasmussen, however, will
remain in Tanzania to coordinate logistics for
another church planting initiative. Uganda
Assemblies of God will send 24 African church
planting missionaries to help accomplish the

BY ANNALEE (COLE) MUTZ ’12

goal of reaching 12 key unreached people
groups.

“Missions...it involves your whole life, and

ever taken on, and at times it seems

it’s worth your whole life.” This powerful

overwhelming,” said Rasmussen. His team

line opened up “Destination: Tanzania,” a

is still in the beginning stages of building

documentary filmed and produced entirely

the road, needing both further government

by Southeastern students featuring Tori

approval and finances to support the

Rasmussen ‘11, who is currently working

remainder of the construction.

full time as a missionary in Tanzania. The

Rasmussen is also a part of heading up

film follows the team of students as they

while at Southeastern that helped direct
and shape what I do today,” said Rasmussen.
“I would not be the person I am today if it
was not for the faculty and fellow university
students who helped invest in and shape the
person I am today.”

a flourishing church planting movement

Desiring Southeastern to experience the full

amongst 33 unreached people groups and 21

impact of missions, Rasmussen frequently

least reached people groups in the country

recruits current students and alumni to help

of Tanzania. He is partnering with Singapore

with many of these projects. “I love getting

The film also highlights a number of ways

Victory Family Center and will personally

the opportunity to counsel, inspire, and spark

Rasmussen is working to improve the lives of

be leading a church planting team to help

a flame for missions. I love that I can plug

others. One of the major projects he is involved

plant 15 churches. Through discipleship

them into almost any ministry, and almost

with is an 80-kilometer (49.7 miles) road

and empowering new converts to become

encounter the Wataturu Tribe on a monthlong journey to highlight the tribe’s life, culture
and community.

church planters themselves, he hopes that

“Since being involved in
missions, I realized there’s
nothing else I want to
commit my life to.”
TORI RASMUSSEN ’11

project to help transport people in the area
to the nearest hospital. The documentary
follows the team of students as they hike
55 kilometers (34.2 miles) through the
mountains in order to give viewers an idea
of what the hike to the nearest hospital
might look like if there were no road for such
transportation.
“It is the most difficult project I have
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“It was the relationships that I developed
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locals will develop the passion and discipline

undoubtedly, they will thrive in any position
they are placed,” he said.

to reach their own people, and neighboring

// For more information about the work in

tribes and countries with the gospel.

Tanzania, feel free to email Tori Rasmussen

“I truly believe that God will not let me die

at afroyeebo@hotmail.com.

until I have seen this come to pass,” said
Rasmussen.

DESTINATION: TANZANIA
View the short version of the film at vimeo.com/52382505.
The full-length version can be purchased by contacting
Michael Mutz, Southeastern’s local and international
outreach coordinator.
“We hope that this documentary will be the first of many,”
said Mutz. “There are so many problems in our world: sextrafficking, lack of clean water, malnutrition, orphan care, etc. We know that these problems
need to be exposed, and we want to tell the stories of the people working to fix these problems.”

The Ulltimate Class Project

THE
ULTIMATE
CLASS
PROJECT

BY ERICA EARL ’12

Chris Hough ’06 recently paid a visit to Dr. Ric Rohm’s principles of
management course to tell students how he turned a class project
into a successful business, The Surfboard Warehouse.
Hough was working on presenting a business plan for his
entrepreneurship class when he discovered a hole in the market for
an online surf shop. He was encouraged by his professors to keep
exploring this opportunity. Hough learned to surf his freshman year
of high school and had developed a passion for surfboards ever since.
“I’ve got saltwater in my veins,” said Hough, who has surfed in Costa
Rica, Panama, and Puerto Rico.
But Hough has done much more than merely ride waves. He turned
his project into a million dollar business.

Finatic, a membership program that allows surfers to try out fins and
send them back for a monthly fee.
“It’s like Netflix for fins,” said Hough, who says the idea evolved from
the principle of always listening to his customers. “Nobody is doing
what we’re doing with surfboard fins; I mean nobody,” said Hough.
He and his wife, Cristina (Lucena) ’06, run The Surfboard Warehouse
with only one other part-time employee, and they are continuing to
get more boards and accessories in stock. Hough says the next step
to stand out will be the addition of an in-house photo studio in which
they can take unique, professional shots of merchandise to avoid the
routine stock photos from manufacturers.
“I believe any of you can do it,” Hough told the students. “I did this
sitting in a classroom. It took me some time, but I’m having a blast.”
To see Hough’s product firsthand, visit thesurfboardwarehouse.com.

[ “I’ve got saltwater in my veins,” said
Hough, who has surfed in Costa Rica,
Panama, and Puerto Rico. ]

When Hough launched the first version of his website in July of 2006,
it was in a call-to-order format and sold custom surfboards only.
“It’s difficult to start a company,” said Hough. “I didn’t take a paycheck
for four and a half years.”
Eventually, accessory companies started contacting Hough in order to
sell traction pads, surfboard leashes, and, perhaps most importantly,
fins. The Surfboard Warehouse is currently the first organic search
result on Google for FCS fins, a position that is worth about $80,000 a
year. This is no small feat, especially considering that Hough originally
started his business venture during his senior year at Southeastern
by sending out orders from his dorm room.
“My Southeastern mailbox was my business address. Vendors had no
idea I was shipping to customers from a college dorm,” said Hough.
It took several years, but Hough finally obtained a 4,100-square-foot
warehouse in Brandon, Fla. It is a hybrid shop; customers can order
both online and in-store.
His goal is to continue to be on the cutting edge to make The
Surfboard Warehouse unique. His next vision is to have live streaming
cameras of the warehouse so that viewers can see the operation on
the company’s website.
“I want to make it over the top,” said Hough, who hopes to also add a
wave pool in the near future.

Chris still finds time to catch a wave.

Hough has continued to expand his business with the invention of
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60
years later...
// From left to right: Mary & Steve Nolin, L. Milford Addison, Russ Spittler, Bill McDonald

“Where will you be in 2072?” Dr. Russell Spittler
’53 asked the audience in Bush Chapel.
The chapel service in early October featured five Southeastern
alumni from the early 1950s, who may not have thought to ask
where they would be in 2012 – nearly 60 years after graduating
from their alma mater, which at that time was an unaccredited,
three-year ministry training institute.
In addition to Spittler, those on the platform from that era included
Steve and Mary (Miller) Nolin ’53; Dr. Leslie Milford Addison ’53,
the namesake of Addison Hall, a central building to Southeastern’s
campus; and Dr. William McDonald ’54. The audience was also
sprinkled with other graduates from the 1950s who had traveled
from Indiana, Alabama, California, Georgia and other parts of

18
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Florida for the multi-generational chapel service and luncheon that
followed.
The alumni told the students how they literally laid the foundations
for the school in its formative years, learning how to lay blocks and
planting the oak trees that now sprawl the campus. Addison fondly
recalled memories of days of prayer and revival and fellow students
speaking in chapel.
In 1953, Southeastern University was known as SEBI (Southeastern
Bible Institute) and was just beginning to take root in Lakeland after
moving from Alabama and then Atlanta. Tuition was $175 a year, and
students performed duties such as cooking, making hot chocolate,
and even milking cows.
“There was no air conditioning, but that didn’t seem to matter,” said

60 Years Later

Esther Haas ’54. “I am thankful to have come here when I did.
Every class began with prayer.”

said, “These men are the foundations of my ministry. You never
know what a little gesture will do to build the kingdom of God.”

In between missionary assignments to Singapore and China,
the Nolins pastored a church in New Brockton, Ala., where they
acquired the building that housed the first classes, faculty and
students of Southeastern in the 1930s.

“I’ve had many experiences in education, but this is the one I
would never give up,” said Spittler, referring to the spiritual vitality
of the campus.

The Nolins, too, remembered a 1951 campus-wide revival for which
classes were stopped. Steve Nolin recounted God’s faithfulness
during their time at Southeastern and through his and Mary’s
missionary work in China.
Since their graduation date, the alumni of the 1950s have gone on
to serve as pastors, missionaries, college and seminary teachers,
military chaplains, and denominational officials. Others have filled
roles in public schools, government and business. All of them
have seen monumental changes to the school’s campus.
For Spittler, who has seen the campus evolve over the years, the
biggest changes he noticed on this trip included a number of new
buildings, the “magnificence” of the campus’ landscaping, and the

After a period of cross-country hitchhiking, coming to
Southeastern was a significant turning point in Spittler’s life.
From Southeastern, he went on to study at Wheaton College and
Harvard, and he joined the faculty at Vanguard, an Assemblies
of God school in Costa Mesa, Calif. In 1976, he joined the faculty
of Fuller Seminary in Pasadena, Calif., and eventually served as
provost of the institution before returning to Vanguard as provost
in 2003. He also serves on the Board of Trustees at Oral Roberts
University.
In school, Spittler always had an inkling that he would end up with
a career in teaching. Several of Spittler’s students from years ago,
including Dr. Murray Dempster and Dr. Brian Kelly, currently serve
on Southeastern’s faculty in the College of Christian Ministries
and Religion.

[ Since their graduation date, the alumni of the 1950s have gone
on to serve as pastors, missionaries, college and seminary teachers,
military chaplains, and denominational officials. ]
mushroomed enrollment. When he was a student, Southeastern
was home to only about 150 students. He is also impressed by the
success of recent graduates and the athletics.
Although chapel used to consist of nothing but a small platform,
Spittler said he was not surprised by the more contemporary feel
of the service in Bush Chapel. Like the Nolins and Addison, Spittler
recalled the spontaneous revivals from his time as a student.
Both Spittler and Addison have been connected with the school
for the majority of their lives. The two were roommates at
Southeastern when the only dorm was Bauer Hall, and Addison
was the best man at Spittler’s wedding.
“We didn’t know where our paths would lead us,” Addison said,
who later went on to serve as the superintendent of the Georgia
District of the Assemblies of God. And, for a number of years
he also served as the chairman of the Board of Regents at
Southeastern and as the president of the Alumni Association.

“Teaching is a way to multiply influence,” Spittler said.
Spittler has some old-fashioned advice to offer to his fellow
alumni, and that is to be yourself.
“To try to be somebody else is twice wrong,” said Spittler. “Being
yourself can be a big enough job.”
As for biblical advice, he has come to treasure 1 Corinthians 8:1(b),
which reads “knowledge puffs up, but love builds up.”
“I would be glad to have these words on my tombstone after years
of higher education,” said Spittler.
His last piece of advice is to “remember your alma mater.”
For some returning alumni, the chapel and the luncheon was the
first time they had seen the campus and each other since the
1950s. The gathering gave them the opportunity to reunite, share
stories and remind each other of the work they performed with
joyful hearts to make Southeastern what it is today.

As Addison looked at the people on the platform with him, he
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Homecoming

Come Together!
There’s nothing
more fun than
coming together
with friends. And,
that is what our Fall
Homecoming 2012
celebrated. Take a
look through our
photo gallery to see
who was here!

20
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Homecoming

David Carter in the recording studio
1950s Men’s Quartet

david carter:
still singing along

successful as a group. They travelled in old school busses many
times, thankfully took whatever could be supplied, and shared the
responsibilities of getting to their next destination and setting up
their audio equipment.

BY ERICA EARL ’12

“We traveled to Detroit, areas of Ohio and New York, and throughout
the Southeast at regional conferences and seminars for the
Assemblies of God,” said Carter. “We spent half of each semester
on the road, in addition to the 17-member group breaking out into
smaller groups to minister at surrounding churches in the Central
Florida area.”

At the alumni reunion luncheon during Homecoming weekend,
David Carter ’59 shared photographs and fond memories of his
time at Southeastern, particularly with the 17-member Charter
Traveling Southeasterners musical group.
Carter kept record of the travels he made with the music group and
even brought along some of the original 45s they recorded, which
he had digitized and put on CDs. The school has those CDs in its
archives today.

22

The group was an early start to the music ministries that exist today
at Southeastern, but Carter admits that at times it felt impossible to
keep up with his studies, especially since he had just moved across
the world.

The Traveling Southeasterners performed on the road and in local
ministries from 1956 to 1958. Their goal was to spread the Word of
God and to encourage youth to consider coming to Southeastern
Bible College. Carter was not only a vocalist in the Southeasterners
group but also a member of the quartet, played the keyboard, the
accordion, and the harmonica. He and his peers also used their
musical talents in the weekly jail ministry.

Carter, along with two other students, was encouraged to go to
Southeastern by a pastor originally from Pensacola, Fla., Harvey
Ferrell. At the time, Ferrell was pastor of the Assembly of God Church
in Auckland, New Zealand. As a result of Ferrell’s encouragement,
Carter moved from New Zealand to central Florida in 1955 to attend
the college.

Carter remembered the camaraderie and team effort it took to be

“It was interesting to move 10,000 miles away, but because of the
Assemblies of God fellowship and the encouragement of Pastor
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to the New Smyrna Beach and Daytona Beach area. For 45 years,
he consulted with the national Holiday Inn chain and ran state and
national political campaigns. During that period, he also won over
50 state and national ADDY awards for achievement in advertising.
In 1986, he met his wife, Joanie, and they now run the largest petsitting business in Southeast Volusia County.
Carter recognized the large role that Southeastern has played in
his life, but says that unfortunately he has been unable to connect
with many of his fellow travelers after graduation. Several of the
members of the Southeasterners have gone on to be with the Lord,
but he is still trying to find and locate several of the early members
so that he can share some of the fruits of their ministry in music.
One of the earlier Southeasterners he has stayed in contact with is
Jack Wise ’59, a tenor from the group and retired associate pastor
at Victory Church in Lakeland. He has also stayed in touch with Dr.
James Ferrell, former professor at Southeastern (and son of Pastor
Harvey Ferrell).
“People go back to their homelands, and you lose sight of many of
the wonderful people you meet here,” said Carter.
1950s Choir

Ferrell, I was already a part of the community,” said Carter. “That
fellowship extends from New Zealand to Florida, and they embraced
me when I came here.”
He established a good relationship with the college’s president of
the time, Dr. Cyril Homer, who traveled many hundreds of miles with
the Southeasterners, and the anomaly of the English-bred president
chiding Carter for his Kiwi accent on campus was quite humorous.
As a result of Carter’s participation in radio, his accent has changed
quite noticeably.
Shortly after graduation, Carter hosted two radio programs, a
weekend jazz program and a Christian music program on WLAK in
Lakeland, and he said he tried to be cautious of speaking with too
strong of an accent.
“I didn’t want to be ‘strange,’ and I wanted to be involved and
successful because of my abilities rather than on the basis of my
accent,” said Carter.
He is still involved in radio and is the host of “On Wings of Song,” a
late-night Christian program that airs three nights a week on WKTO
88.9 FM in New Smyrna Beach, Fla.
Besides his interest in radio, in 1960, he established his own
advertising, PR and marketing agency in Lakeland before moving

Carter and his wife make it a point to try to attend alumni events, and
they last visited the campus for the 75th anniversary celebration.
Carter is astounded at the campus and how the music department
has blossomed.
“There is orchestra, jazz, and there are more faculty now than there
were students when I was here,” he said.
He also noted the online chapel services and the radio program on
campus, but perhaps most impressive to Carter is how Southeastern
has maintained the same spirit and values through all its growth,
transformations, and name changes.

“The spirit is still tangible;
you can feel the vibrations of the
Lord and the way that God has
his hand on campus, like how it
was when I was in school here,”
said Carter. “Everyone has a
wonderful, shining light of God’s
spirit in them. You can feel the
presence of the Lord here.”
southeastern alumni magazine | WINTER 2012
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Homecoming
Section
Name Here

DISTINGUISHED
ALUMNUS AWARD:
JIM CAMPBELL
JIM
CAMPBELL
’69
was recognized with the
Distinguished Alumnus Award
during Homecoming. Campbell
is the president and CEO of
Radio Training Network, which
owns and operates 21 Christian
broadcasting stations in Florida,
Georgia, Alabama, Missouri and
the Carolinas.
After
graduating
from
Southeastern, Campbell began
serving as a youth minister and
music director at First Assembly
of God in Lakeland. In his role
as music director there, he
started three FM radio stations,
including Lakeland’s WCIE — the
first contemporary Christian
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radio station in the country. In
1989, he bought two of the three
stations and formed the Radio
Training Network, a nonprofit
organization that trains high
school and college students —
including many Southeastern
students — to enter Christian
broadcasting.
Campbell
has
contributed
tremendously to the mission of
Southeastern University over
the years through radio spots
and promotions, as well as
through bringing the Gospel to
thousands through the ministry
of Christian radio.
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ALUMNINEWS
SEU ALUMNI RECEPTION AT
GENERAL COUNCIL 2013
Make plans now to attend the SEU Alumni
Reception during the 2013 Assemblies of God
General Council in Orlando. The event will
be held the evening of Wednesday, August
7, and will be a great chance to connect with
friends. Look for more information on the
General Council schedule of events or contact
Priya Arul, the alumni relations director, at
863.667.5400 or jfarul@seu.edu for more
details.

ALUMNI LEGACY SCHOLARSHIP

COMING
SOON!

A new scholarship has been developed for
dependents of Southeastern alumni and will
be available beginning fall of 2013. The $500
scholarship is based on need and will be divided
over the first two semesters. The scholarship is
available to full-time traditional students and is
renewable by maintaining a 3.0 GPA. Students
may qualify for the scholarship for up to eight
consecutive semesters. Students must apply
for the scholarship by February 15, 2013, for the
fall semester. For more information, contact
Rebekah Burdick at rburdick@seu.edu.

/ SAVE THE DATE: HOMECOMING 2013

Mark your calendar now for Homecoming 2013 –
November 15 & 16! You won’t want to miss it.

ALUMNI DISCOUNTS FOR 2013
FORUM

Speakers for the 2013 Forum include:

Interested in attending this year’s Forum?
You won’t want to miss this chance to hear
some of the country’s top leadership experts
during this two-day leadership conference on
Southeastern’s campus. The 2013 Forum will
be held March 7 - 8 in Bush Chapel and will
attract a wide range of participants, including
students, pastors, business professionals, and
community leaders.

Sarah Palin

John Maxwell
Mark Sanborn
Phil Cooke
Jon Gordon
Dave Martin ’93
AmyK Hutchens
Pat Williams
Nancy Ortberg
John Ortberg

This year, we are offering our alumni a special
discounted rate to attend the conference.
Alumni can save $200 on tickets for the
two-day event when they purchase the
regularly priced $650 seats online. Go to
seuleadershipforum.com to select your
reserved seats, and simply enter “alumni”
when prompted to enter the coupon code and
the discount will be applied.

COMING SOON!
Be on the lookout for a new SEU alumni website complete with an alumni directory,
information on upcoming events and details on how to become a member of the SEU
Alumni Association. Watch your email inbox for launch date information.

>
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Alumni News

SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
CAREER SERVICES
The Southeastern University Career Services office isn’t just for students. Alumni of the university may access the
offerings of the Career Services office as well. The services available cover the entire spectrum of employment
assistance. Alumni may have resumes reviewed, receive notifications of job postings, or even receive career
assessments to help with career transition decisions.
AVAILABLE SERVICES
Resumes are the key that opens the door to an interview. A candidate must
display their knowledge, skills and abilities well to get that anxiously-awaited call
to discuss qualifications in more detail. You can increase your chances of getting
that phone call by having your resume reviewed by the Career Services office.
These reviews are at no cost. You will receive feedback on how your resume may
appear to a Human Resources professional and pointers on things you can do to
make it better.
Alumni may register at College Central Network (www.collegecentral.com/
seuniversity), Southeastern University’s online job board. Businesses from around
the world post job opportunities on this job board specifically for SEU students and
alumni. Alumni may also post their resume to this job board to be accessible to
employers who want to hire SEU graduates. Additionally, job notices are emailed to
registrants based on the major they indicate when registering for College Central
Network. This service is available at no cost.
Other services available to alumni include mock interviews with immediate
feedback. This can be useful to prepare for Southeastern’s annual Career EXPO
which is held in the Spring semester of each year.
For those alumni who may be facing a career change, career assessments, such
as Strong Interest Inventory and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) assessments,
are offered for alumni. These assessments may be used to help individuals identify
options for career change, define an appropriate work environment, or better
understand themselves.

[S
 cheduling Appointments: Individuals may
contact the Career Services office at careers@seu.
edu or 863.667.5157 to schedule an appointment.
Meetings are available over the telephone or in our
offices at the Lakeland campus. ]
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Homecom Alumni News

THEATRE REUNION
This fall, to celebrate its 10th year
of performing musicals, the theatre
department performed Forever Plaid.
The musical is the same one SEU
students performed 10 years ago,
and to commemorate the event a
special reunion of the former theatre
students was held following one of the
performances.
Southeastern’s theatre program has
reached more than 100,000 people
around the world in its first 10 years
through traveling groups around the
United States, as well as in Argentina,
Jamaica, and Greece.

Alumni from the theatre
department celebrate the
department’s 10th anniversary.

1950s ALUMNI
LUNCHEON
// From left to right: Edgar Lee, ‘62; Shirley Redus; Dwight Redus, ‘52; Iris Vickers, ‘53; Albert Vickers, ‘53; Bobbie Spittler; Russ Spittler,
‘53; Margaret Stevens; John Stevens, ‘55; Lamar Hunt, ‘56; Shirley Hunt; Royce Shelton, ‘55; Faye Shelton, ‘54; William McDonalad, ‘54; Ellie
MacDonald, ‘54; L. Milford Addison, ‘53; Joyce Addison; David Hutchinson, ‘65; Mary Nolin, ‘53; Steve Nolin, ‘53; Elizabeth Hutchinson
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Name Here

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2012!
The Class of 2012 said their farewells fo faculty
and classmates during a graduation reception on
Thursday, December 13th, and joined the ranks of
Southeastern Alumni the following day during Fall
Commencement.

Photo courtesy of Pierre Ducharme, The Ledger.
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Photo courtesy of Pierre Ducharme, The Ledger.
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Photo courtesy of Pierre Ducharme, The Ledger.
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Faculty Feats

FACULTYFEATS
DR. PETER ALTHOUSE, associate professor of religion,

recently presented papers on charismatic prayer to the
Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, the Association
for the Sociology of Religion, the International Society for
the Sociology of Religion, and the Canadian Society for
the Study of Religion. He has also published a number of
articles and chapters in a variety of publications this year.

>

>

DR. KENNETH J. ARCHER, professor of Pentecostal
theology and Christian studies, was elected as the Second
Vice President of the Society for Pentecostal Studies. He will
be the program chair in 2014, which will be held at Evangel
University in Springfield, Mo. He also taught a course on
Pentecostal Theology and Mission at SEBIMA in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. And his following essays were published,
“Pentecostal Hermeneutics” in The Modern Theologians
Reader and “Full Gospel,” “Hermeneutics,” and “Salvation”
in the Handbook of Pentecostal Christianity.

PAUL CORRIGAN ’07, assistant professor of English,
received Southeastern’s 2012 Award for Information
Literacy.

>

DR. PAMELA CRISS, professor of social work, received

>

DR. JOE DAVIS, associate professor of religion, presented
a number of Apologetics seminars at churches and
conferences throughout the country this past year.

Southeastern’s 2012 Award for Excellence in Advising.

DR. MARGARET DE ALMINANA ’06 MAML, assistant

>

professor of theology, had her article, “Reconnecting
with the Mystics: Kathryn Kuhlman and the Reshaping of
American Pentecostalism,” accepted by The Journal of the
European Pentecostal Theological Association.
CLIFFORD HURDON, associate professor of
psychology, completed all the requirements of the Board
of Psychology of the Department of Health in the state of
Florida for licensure as a psychologist. Previously, he had
been licensed in North Carolina.

DR.

>
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/ DR. ROBERT CROSBY ’80

Dr. Robert Crosby,
professor of religion,
published a book titled The
Teaming Church: Ministry
in the Age of Collaboration.
The book includes
interviews with “Teaming
Leaders,” such as Craig
Groeschel, Tommy Barnett,
and others.

/ DR. RICHARD HARRIS

Dr. Richard Harris,
assistant professor of
Communication, recently
won the Silver Medal
Award in the Reader’s
Favorite Book contest in
the non-fiction religion
and philosophy category
for his book One Nation
under Curse, a personal
story that takes readers
to the highest ranks of
the Ku Klux Klan. Harris
was awarded the medal
on November 17th in
conjunction with the Miami
International Book Fair.

Faculty Feats

DR. PATTY LEBLANC, associate professor of

education, received Southeastern’s 2012 Award for
Excellence in Scholarship.
JASON

>

OLD, assistant professor of Spanish,

published his book, Anthrotourist: An Improvised
Journey Through Latin America. The book details
his journey through a number of Latin American
countries including Honduras, Nicaragua, and
Panama. He is also currently working on a second
book, Cuba: Behind the Embargo (Life in Red).
DR. ED PLASTOW, professor of management,

received Southeastern’s 2012 Most Outstanding
Faculty Member of the Year Award.

>

DR. JOHN SEYBERT, professor of music, was
chosen to serve as Performing Assessment
Coordinator for Polk County Public Schools for
the Florida Race to the Top project. Additionally,
his article, “A History of the North American Band
Directors’ Coordinating Committee, 1960-1970,”
was published in the January 2013 edition of the
Journal of Research for Music Education.

YOUNG-AH TAK, artist in residence, recently

performed Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme
of Paganini with the Seongnam Philharmonic
Orchestra in Seoul, South Korea.

>
>

Dr. Steven Fettke and Dr.
Robby Waddell, professors
in the College of Christian
Ministries and Religion,
co-edited a book titled
Pentecostals in the
Academy, a collection of
testimonies of how God
has worked in the lives of
ten Pentecostal scholars.

Dr. Bill Hahn and Dr. Ed Plastow, from
the College of Business and Legal
Studies, presented “The Going Concern
Assumption: Its Journey into GAAP” at
the Florida Institute of Certified Public
Accountants Annual Accounting Show
in September in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

DR. GRACE VEACH and AMY HARRIS, from
Library Sciences, presented some of Veach’s
research from her dissertation at the Georgia
Conference on Information Literacy in September.
The presentation was titled “Tracing Boundaries,
Effacing Boundaries: Information Literacy as
Emerging Discipline.”
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ROMANIAN

CONNECTION
// Dr. R. Joseph Childs, dean of the College of

Business & Legal Studies, was recently awarded
the first honorary doctorate from Agora
University in Oradea, Romania.
He said the honor was unexpected, as has been the impact of his
time spent in Romania.
Childs first went to Romania in the early 1990s through connections
with Assist International, which was conducting relief work in the
country. He did consulting for a U.S. firm and also was hired as a
professor at the state university in Oradea, which is where he met
fellow professor M.J. Manolescu. Childs led workshops on leadership
and how a market economy works, topics relevant to the Romanian
people after their revolution and the collapse of the Soviet Union
after the Cold War.
“At that time Eastern Europe’s view of America was the way it was
before the Iron Curtain. They had little flow of Western information,”
Childs said. “Economic freedom and political freedom was equated
with religious freedom. They saw it was great that America had all of
those; they had none of those.”
After leading the workshops, Childs was invited to return and teach
economics, which he did the following academic year. He wrote a
curriculum and taught a course that Manolescu translated. He also
led a weekend workshop that counted members of the Romanian
parliament as some of its attendees. The course was modeled after
Southeastern’s Foundations of Business course.
Childs left lecture notes and textbooks behind, and the Romanians
consumed them. They translated the books, and many became
scholars on free market economies. Manolescu and others then
began the process of starting Agora University, which comes from
the Greek word meaning “marketplace.” While it is not a Christian
university, Manolescu told Childs that the Judeo-Christian faith is a
part of the university’s philosophical foundation.
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In order to be accredited, Agora University first had to have each of its
degree programs evaluated and approved. The Romanian parliament
then had to act to give the university official accreditation, a process
that is both time-consuming and rigorous.
But the university succeeded.
Childs later created a model to offer Southeastern’s MBA program to
Agora students in 2009, and in the future he hopes to have an MBA
cohort at Agora for their students and possibly a professor exchange
program.
Childs believes that his connection with Romania is positive for
Southeastern University, and SEU students have been going to
Romania for mission trips for a number of years. He said he hopes
the relationships between the two countries and the two schools
continue to grow, and he looks fondly on his time teaching in Romania
and leaving a legacy.

[ Childs created a model to offer
Southeastern’s MBA program to
Agora students in 2009, and in
the future he hopes to have an
MBA cohort at Agora for their
students and possibly a professor
exchange program. ]

Class Notes

CLASSNOTES
50’S >

ROBERT CREEL ’57 and his wife Rebecca

celebrated 55 years of marriage this summer.
They served as missionaries to Africa and Greece
for a number of years. They are currently working
as the managing editors for the Greek Fire Bibles
and reside in New Brockton, Ala.

60’S >

ELDON BROWN ’60 retired in 2007 after serving

33 years with AGWM and 10 with AGUSM. He now
works as the missions coordinator for his home
church and serves as a member of the building
committee. His wife, Sue (Garner) ’61, has been
caring for her 96-year-old mother. One of Eldon’s
favorite pastimes is going fishing with their
granddaughter, Caelynn Andrews.

[M
 ari Lynn (Goble) Munson
’73 and her husband
Curtis celebrated 25 years
of marriage in June.
Mari works as director of
children’s ministries for Rock
Church in Rockford, Ill. ]
80’S >
VINCENT LIGER ’80 has retired, but still serves

PURDOM “FRANK” BURKETT ’64 retired

at Frederiksted Assembly of God in St. Croix, V.I.

from working at Brevard Community College

He is also the proud grandfather of a number of

and as owner of a Service Master franchise. In his

grandchildren.

retirement, he is still keeping busy as a volunteer
at Viera Hospital in Brevard County, Fla. Frank

HARRY JACK SPIERS ’80 founded El Faro

was recently named Volunteer of the Year by

Mission in Rurrenabaque, Bolivia, and is currently

Volunteers in Motion.

in the states with his two adopted Bolivian
children, Rick and Natali, who are in college. He

AUGUST ’65 and MARY (JACKSON) ’67

will return to Bolivia in June. His book, I’ll Ride My

SCHUH celebrated their 47th anniversary July 24,

White Horse Again, is available on Amazon.com.

2012. For the past 12 years, they have volunteered

70’S >

with the MAPS RV ministry. They enjoy traveling

JIM KULTAU ’85 serves as pastor of First Baptist

and building churches for God’s kingdom.

Church of St. Rose in Louisiana.

FAHED ABUAKEL ’70 retired in August after

TERRY “TEZ” BROOKS ’86 and his wife

many years of working in the ministry, serving

Christine celebrated their 10-year anniversary

in a number of different roles. He is an ordained

earlier this year. The Brooks family is with Cru

minister with the Presbyterian Church (USA) and

(formerly Campus Crusade for Christ). They

founded and served as the executive director

recently returned from a two-year missionary

of Atlanta Ministry with International Students

assignment in Australia, and Tez now serves as a

(AMIS), an ecumenical ministry to students in the

film writer/producer with The Jesus Film Project

Atlanta area.

in Orlando, Fla. You can read more about them at
www.BrooksCru.com.
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DUANE R. BROWN ’71 recently published his

JOE “JOEY” BUTLER ’89 and his wife Eileen

memoirs, Change Points: Significant Transitions
in My Life. The book details his life and ministry,
focusing on experiences as a missionary
to Colombia and his time as a teacher at
Southeastern.SHARON (PIPER) NEUMAN ’76

recently founded 2 Hearts Adoption Ministry in
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St. Augustine, Fla. Joe also has been elected to
become a bishop in the Convergence Anglican
Church and will be consecrated January 25,
2013. He will serve as the bishop of the Anglican
Diocese of St. Augustine, Fla.

Class Notes

90’S >

BRYON BUTLER ’90 lives in Quito, Ecuador,

RAMON BASSETT ’98 was recently promoted

with his wife, Christine, and their three children—

to Mid-Atlantic regional manager for Onesource

Elizabeth (14), Emily (13), and Andres (10). Bryon

Water in Morgantown, W. Va.

serves as the Latin America regional consultant
for CAMA Services, the relief and development

00’S >

TAMERA “TJ” (JONES) THOMPSON ’00

ministry of the Christian and Missionary Alliance.

currently works at Harns-Marsh Middle School

His work includes serving Alliance churches

in Lehigh Acres, Fla., as a sixth grade reading

throughout Latin America in the development

teacher.

of holistic, Bible-based, community-impacting
ministries.
JAY HARRIS ’92 has worked as a juvenile

probation officer and in research and planning for
the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice. Since
his wife passed away, he has moved to Keyser,
W. Va., with his four daughters—Ashley (17), Zoey
(15), and twins Abby and Bailey (5). In addition to
caring for his family, Jay also volunteers at his
church.

[ Matthew Magsamen ’93 is currently working
as an engineer on the James Webb Space
Telescope for the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center. He and his wife, Dana, live in
Joppatowne, Md., and celebrated their tenth
wedding anniversary in February 2012. They
have three girls, Nadia, Sophia, and Clara. ]

BIANCA BUCKRIDEE
’01 was featured in the
September issue of
American Banker for her
work in creating social
customer service channels
for two banks. She originally
developed a channel
at SunTrust, and then
JPMorgan recruited her
to build out their service
channel as well.

TERESA

(WOOTEN)

JONES

’01

married

Robbie Jones on March 11, 2012. She earned her
master’s degree in forensic psychology at Argosy
University in 2010 and works as the program

ERIC CONNER II ’93 is now an ESE Resource

director at Leon County Treatment Center in

Teacher and AVID team member at Harns-Marsh

Tallahassee, Fla. Teresa is a certified addictions

Middle School in Lehigh Acres, Fla. He also is on

professional and an internationally certified

the boys’ basketball staff at Lehigh Senior High.

alcohol and drug counselor.

His wife, Suzie, who used to work at Southeastern,
currently serves as the cafeteria manager at the

MARCUS STERN ’01 was recently appointed

middle school.

president of PAX Global. PAX Global raises funds
for ministries, churches and nonprofits. Marcus

GERMAINE POINTER ’95 works as a 4-H

also has served as regional director for the

professional at the University of Florida and also

Jerusalem Institute of Justice and director of

as an Army youth development specialist.

student life at Southeastern.

CASANDRA PEMBERTON-BEVIS ’97 serves

ALEXIS (BROKAS) BARNIE ’02 married David

as

(Helping

Barnie July 7, 2012. They were married in Alexis’

Empower Local People) of Fort Meade Inc.,

hometown of Keystone Heights, Fla., before

a

to

honeymooning in North Carolina. The couple met

and

in Budapest, Hungary, where they currently live

executive
nonprofit

combatting

director

of

organization
homelessness,

HELP

dedicated
hunger,

illiteracy in the Fort Meade, Fla., area.

and work.
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[ Kate Hilderbrandt ’06
moved to Los Angeles in
2006 and worked for three years
at a post-production company
that created special features and
behind-the-scenes documentaries
for Miramax, Weinstein Company,
and Disney. She currently lives in
Atlanta, Ga., where she works for
The Mission Society as the
coordinator of mobilization and
candidacy. Kate is currently
working towards her Life Coaching
certification through Coaching
Mission International. ]

JARED and KATIE (HASTINGS) FERIA ’02

welcomed Ari, the newest addition to their family
,on April 29, 2012.
JASON and AMY (LOVING) YON ’02 celebrated

their eight-year anniversary in August. They live
in Mooresville, N.C., where Amy works as a PreK
teacher at Grace Covenant Academy and Jason
serves as a children’s pastor. They have two
children, Jayden (6) and Aubrey (4).
AARON RIOS ’03 founded Arms Around The

World in 2011 and recently returned from a
mission to Japan. In October, he went to Haiti to
serve a nonprofit mission school.
MATTHEW

WENGERD

’04 recently joined

Lakeland’s Coldwell Banker Commercial Saunders
Real Estate and Coldwell Banker Commercial
Saunders Ralston Dantzler Realty as marketing

RACHEL LEONARD ’06 was recently hired by

strategist. Matthew has previously worked for

Victory Trade School in Springfield, Mo., as the

the Polk Museum of Art and the Lakeland Area

school’s executive assistant.

Chamber of Commerce.
AVERY DITMARS ’08 works at the Joy FM radio

>
>

AMY (DUNCANSON) MUELLER ’05 and her

station. He married Maddison McGarry December

husband Shannon live in Kennesaw, Ga. Their son,

22, 2011, and they live in Bradenton, Fla. Avery also

Evan Joshua, was born April 4, 2012.

>

LUCAS ’05 and JENELLE (VAQUE) ’06 FERRER

>

celebrated six years of marriage in October. They
reside in Winter Park, Fla.

serves as the sound tech at his church.
MALLORY (LONG) PEARCE ’08 graduated from

Barry University School of Law in May. She sat for
the Florida Bar Exam in July and was sworn into
The Florida Bar in September.
CHRISTA (STRAUSS) VILLAROSE ’08 married

John Villarose on August 4, 2012. Christa and
John are now the parents of Kaylynn Villarose
and Victoria, Alexander, Catherine, and Madalynn

ANTHONY CAMPAU ’06 married Alexandra
Pryor November 11, 2012. Anthony currently works
at the Heritage Foundation as a manager for major

Strauss. Christa also was recently employed by
First United Methodist Church in Punta Gorda, Fla.,
as their media and public relations coordinator.
LORRIE

(DELK)

’08

recently

celebrated the fifth anniversary of her business,

at Georgetown, where he is treasurer of the law

Lorrie Walker Communications, Inc. She has

school’s student government.

provided a number of internship opportunities to
local college students, including some PR majors
from Southeastern.
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WALKER

gifts. He is also in his second year of studying law
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’08

SIERRA (FIGUEROA) and GERARD D’ANGELO

and her husband Brian recently welcomed their

’11 married July 10, 2012. Sierra is a first-grade

first child, Saleen Brianna Wesche, into the world

teacher with the Polk County Public School

July 9, 2012.

District, and Gerard is an SLP in claims with

STACEY

(BROWNEWELL)

WESCHE

GEICO.
JEREMY BURRIS ’09 MBA was hired by

Colorful Harvest as vice president for sales and
sourcing for its Florida division. Jeremy was the
former vice president of sales for Wish Farms of
Florida.
LEANN BOOTH FULTON ’09 works for Duke

Clinical Research Institute in North Carolina as a
clinical research associate/site manager.

>

LUKE GLOVER ’09 and his wife Bethany

celebrated their first anniversary in November.

JON ’10 and ELAINE (BLUEMLING)
’11 DEMEO work for Trash Mountain
Project, a nonprofit mission
organization working with trash dump
populations in the poorest nations in
the world. Jon works as the missions
director, and Elaine is an office
manager. Both help lead mission trips
as well.

10’S >

[ Karl and Marissa
(Rodriguez) Krauskopf ’11
married in December.
Marissa is currently
working towards her
master’s degree in
school counseling and
is currently employed
as an office manager
at Downey Yacht Sales,
Inc. Karl is also working
to obtain his master’s in
business administration;
he currently works at
St. Mary’s Medical Center
as a human resource
assistant. ]

EMILY POTTS ’10 works as a community

MICHAEL ’11 and ANNALEE (COLE) MUTZ ’12

relations specialist for the ZIIVAA marketing

married December 8, 2012. Michael serves as

team. She is responsible for overseeing ZIIVAA’s

Southeastern’s local and international outreach

events, social media, and ambassador relations.

coordinator as well as the president of Design the
Difference.

EVAN POUNDERS ’10 teaches biology at East

Lee County High School in Lehigh Acres, Fla.

BRANDON BUSTAMANTE ’12 was recently

Evan also coaches the offense for the school’s

deployed to Afghanistan with the National

freshman football team.

Guard. Brandon served in Iraq prior to starting at
Southeastern and now bookends his degree with

REBECCA (CARLSON) and CORY SIMPSON

this most recent deployment.

’10 celebrated their second anniversary in June.

Rebecca is currently enrolled in the Physician
Assistant Program at Barry University.
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ASSOCIATE
JIM RALEY ‘80’s recently released his book, Hell’s Spells, published
by Charisma House. Jim is the senior pastor of Calvary Christian
Center in Ormond Beach, Fla., and the president of Calvary Network
International. He and his wife, Dawn, have three children.

IN MEMORIAM:

ROBERT CHARLES ANDERSON ’69 passed away on

(Slocumb) Johnson, his seven sons, one daughter, three

October 24, 2012. Bob was an Assemblies of God minister

stepchildren, 17 grandchildren, eight step-grandchildren, 21

for 42 years and served in the U.S. Navy. He also served as

great-grandchildren, and seven step-great-grandchildren.

an interpreter for the hearing impaired at Milford Middle
School.
Bob is survived by his wife of 52 years, Roberta; their two
children; five grandchildren; and one brother.

BETHANY JOY (WYNS) MIDYETTE ’08 passed
away on October 22, 2012. She was formerly employed
as a producer with Brighthouse Network, and later as a
communication manager at the Florida Baptist Children’s

HARVELLA

COOK, who worked as a cashier at

Homes. Bethany also had recently established a successful

Southeastern for more than 30 years, passed away on

web-based company, The Vegan Menu. While attending

July 7, 2012. She is survived by her son and daughter, four

Southeastern, Bethany met her husband, John Eric

grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren.

Midyette ’09, and they were married in November 2009.

J. FOY JOHNSON, former Southeastern Board member,
passed away July 29, 2012, after battling complications
related to a stroke and ongoing heart problems. Johnson

In addition to her husband, Bethany is survived by her
parents, Rev. Stephen and Maureen Wyns; two brothers and
maternal grandmother.

began his ministry in 1939 on the evangelistic field.
Throughout the years, he pastored churches in Alabama,

MATTHEW S. SITTON was killed in action in Afghanistan

Florida, and Georgia. He was ordained by the AG Georgia

on August 2, 2012. He attended Southeastern before joining

District and served the Pen Florida District as the district

the army in March 2006. He is survived by his wife, Sarah,

secretary from 1957-58, then was elected as assistant

and son, Brodey; parents, Cheryl and Steve; sister, Jessica

superintendent in 1960 and superintendent in 1966, a

(Christopher) McMahan; brothers, Jonathan and Cody;

position that he held until 1990.

two nieces, one nephew, and numerous aunts, uncles, and
grandmothers.

Johnson was preceded in death by his first wife, Mildred Aline
Johnson. Johnson is survived by his second wife, Marjorine
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GIVING GOD HIS DUE

Dr. Bill Hackett

“

Then the Pharisees went out and laid plans to trap him in his words. 16 They sent their
disciples to him along with the Herodians. “Teacher,” they said, “we know that you are a
man of integrity and that you teach the way of God in accordance with the truth. You
aren’t swayed by others, because you pay no attention to who they are. 17 Tell us then,
what is your opinion? Is it right to pay the imperial tax to Caesar or not?” 18 But
Jesus, knowing their evil intent, said, “You hypocrites, why are you trying to trap
me? 19 Show me the coin used for paying the tax.” They brought him a denarius,
20 and he asked them, “Whose image is this? And whose inscription?” 21
“Caesar’s,” they replied. Then he said to them, “So give back to Caesar what
is Caesar’s, and to God what is God’s.” 22 When they heard this, they were
amazed. So they left him and went away.

“

MATTHEW 22:15-22

Matthew 22:21 --“Give back to Caesar what is Caesar’s, and to

The state acts as a servant to God. We are to give to the state

God what is God’s” — is a passage that has always intrigued me.

its due. This is part of our obedience to God. Yet, the amount

It raises certain questions:

given to the state is not boundless. God sets the boundary

• What object is stamped with God’s image? You and I!
• What are we doing to give ourselves to him?
• Are we doing this daily?
• Are we giving back to God what is his due?
Let’s briefly comment on “giving back to Caesar what is
Caesar’s.” “Caesar,” for us, refers to the state or the government.

for what we give to the state. All comes under the scrutiny
of his will and guidance. We are to pay taxes. We are to stay
informed on political matters. We are to be good citizens. We
are to do these things as long as it does not interfere with
our allegiance to God. Above all, we are to give to God what
is created in God’s image—ourselves. Our responsibility to the
state will never supersede this.
Are we doing this? Are we giving back to God what is his?
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“Perhaps one of
the best ways to
give back to him
is to give him a
certain part of our
day focused just
on him.”

Perhaps one of the best ways to give back to

addition, each year I would read from a different

Currently, at Southeastern University, we are

him is to give him a certain part of our day

translation of the Bible. This helped me to see

encouraging all our students, staff, and faculty

focused just on him.

familiar verses from a different perspective.

to use the Life Journal with the goal of having

That time should be

uninterrupted and spent practicing certain
spiritual disciplines such as Scripture reading,
meditation on his Word, and prayer.

from about ten other books, reading small
portions out of each (2-5 pages). I refer to this

everyone on our campus doing devotions on
the same passages in Scripture every day. In
this way, we are trying to practice the directive
to give back to God each day what is God’s.

Very early in my Christian life someone

as “reading books devotionally”—really taking

challenged me to set time in the morning for

the time to “eat the book” as described by

What are you doing each day to give back

God. When I began this practice, I got up early

Eugene Peterson (Eat this Book) and Oswald

to God what is God’s? If you are not already,

(when there would be no interruptions) and

Sanders (Spiritual Leadership).

I encourage you each day to give yourself to

started to read my Bible, meditate on what I
read, and pray. I had heard of a plan for reading
the Scriptures, which I adopted. Each day I read
two chapters out of the Old Testament, two
chapters out of the New Testament, a chapter
out of Proverbs that corresponded to the day
of the month, and five chapters out of Psalms.
This took me through the Old Testament in
less than a year, through the New Testament
several times in a year, and through the entire
books of Proverbs and Psalms each month. In
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During my devotional time, I read portions
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One year at the Southeastern University
Leadership Forum, Wayne Cordeiro was one of
the presenters. He gave a free copy of what
is called the Life Journal to every attendee of
the Forum. It is not only a journal that uses
a process called SOAP for Scripture reading
(Scripture, Observation, Application, Prayer),
but also has a daily plan to read Scripture,
taking one through the Bible in one year. I have
been using the Life Journal for my devotions
for several years now.

the spiritual practices of Scripture reading,
meditating on God’s Word, and to prayer.

[Dr. Hackett writes a daily devotion
entitled “A Thought and a Prayer.”
If you would like to receive it each
day via email, please contact
alumni@seu.edu. You can also follow
Dr. Hackett on Twitter @wchackett. ]

HISTORY

/C
 urrent students performing Forever Plaid as the
theatre department celebrates its 10th anniversary.
Inset: The Forever Plaid cast from 2002.
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